
Les MAMAS - Technical Rider
This technical rider has to be considered as a part of the contract, please read it carefully

Duration of the preparation : 1h30

Duration of the performance : 1h30 ou 2 x 45 min  (for longer performances, please contact us)

Artistic team on tour : 5 persons (3 minimum)

Itinerary : The performance may play on most grounds. We can’t pass stairs. The required hight is 3m50 in the trail, 
but stilters may bend a little to pass ponctual obstacles.
In case of significant wind or rain, the show won’t ba able to happen.
In case of slopes, please manage to have 1 or 2 people to assist the musical tank during the wandering.
The mamas walk at the same speed as somebody strolling and having a look at the landscape : please be aware to fix 
the itinerary having this on mind. 
For one performance, we rather like to leave the dressing room and get back at the same place at the end.
It is also possible to go to another point, to leave the material there (sheltered and guarded), and to get back to the 
dressing room at the end of the second performance.
If you have any doubt or question, please feel totally free to contact one of the tour manager.

Sound : The musical tank carries some loudspeakers powered by a battery (we bring all requested material).

Dressing room : In the direct proximity of the departure point, with toilets and water point, light cathering (cereals 
bars, fruits, mineral water).
We need a sheltered and guarded place to park the musical tank, with power outlet (in order to charge the batterys). 
This place needs to be right by the dressing room. The musical tank is 2m20 hight, 2m50 long, and 1m large.

Parking : Please provide a parking place for a 15m3 van (hight 2m80, 6m long).



Meals : warm meals with entrance/main course/desert. Certain comedians have particular food restrictions : has to 
be precised between a month and 2 weeks before the performance.

Rooming : 1 single room per person in 3* hotel, with breakfast (see contract to see the number of comedians) close 
to the performance place (not more than 10km).

Author’s Rights : see the list below for the musics that need to be declared at SACEM :

CONTACTS :

Administrator :
5 ruelle du colombier, 78410 Nézel
+33 7 88 05 85 10 - +33 1 30 91 06 98
production@latambouille.org 
administration@latambouille.org

Tour managers :
Michael Périé +33 6 86 57 83 51
Christopher Haesmans +33 6 20 44 67 01
cieplanetpasnet@latambouille.org

ARTISTE ALBUM TRACK DURATION TITLE

Dobet Gnahoré Ano Neko 06 2:35 Warabo

Rokia Traoré Bowmboi 02 5:54 Sara

07 3:35 Niènafing

Ba Cissoko Sabolan 01 5:23 Kounkouré

06 3:51 Yélé

07 4:19 Mamaya

10 4:00 Sabolan

12 4:51 Djeli

Les frères Guissé Siré 06 4:47 Alle

07 4:54 Siré

Boubacar Traore Sa golo 05 4:59 Le jour du Trente et un

Djelimady Tounkara Sigui 04 4:38 Ayebo

Ernest Ranglin In search of the lost riddim 04 6:25 Ala Walee


